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5Semi-detached: the term refers first to a building type, a 
pair of dwellings built side by side and sharing a party 
wall; attached and yet separate, connected yet distinct, 
the inhabitants’ twinned lives mirrored but never 
touching. But the idea of being semi-detached, as a state 
of mind, especially when contemplating architecture, 
offers something more. Traditionally, pure detachment 
was the valued term. It was thought that critical appraisal 
of any form of art or culture required a certain distance 
and disinterest – a certain detached persona, if not actual 
objectivity. Anyone who had an ‘interest’ in a work was 
seen to be too attached – with too much at stake to be 
a good judge of the work’s absolute quality or worth, 
too close to represent it truthfully. Attachment was thus 
synonymous with relativity and bias. But in fact, there 
is a particular place for relativity and attachment in the 
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appreciation of architecture, and it takes a unique form 
for each of architecture’s distinct audiences. The architect’s 
particular attachment to a building is very different, for 
example, from that of the occupants who inhabit it every 
day, which is different again from the engagements of the 
professional photographer, the architectural scholar and 
the specialist architecture critic. Each of these figures has 
their own specific expertise in architecture, and their own 
way of conceiving, describing and critiquing it. What is 
surprising then is that these diverse voices are so seldom 
heard in the same place, or in conversation. 
So what of the idea of being semi-detached from archi-
tecture: attached and yet separate, connected yet distinct. 
The act of representing a building or built place, whether 
in words or pictures or some other medium, brings a 
certain intimacy and tactility of its own. Writing in, on, 
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around and about architecture brings it close. Could this 
idea open other ways to consider buildings, other ways 
to write and represent them, other ways to evaluate and 
interpret their meanings? That is the project of this book: 
to examine the very different proximities that, architects, 
photographers, critics, scholars and members of the lay 
public, have in relation to buildings, and to encourage a 
shared space for imagining and describing these attach-
ments, in words and pictures. Semi-detached thus refers 
to a proximity that also holds itself apart from its object; 
it refers to affective connections to buildings and places, 
and how we articulate these, just as it considers subjective 
modes of critical engagement. 
In its ubiquity, architecture could be seen as the  
most ‘popular’ art of all, in that it surrounds most  
people for most of every day. Architecture thus finds  
itself in the paradoxical position of being used and  
apprehended by an enormous audience, but understood 
in many competing and divergent ways, including being 
thought to be irrelevant, elitist and out of touch. Such 
hierarchies are not unique to architecture, with parallels 
able to be seen in distinctions between ‘high’ and ‘low’ 
culture more broadly. But here again architecture runs 
into a conundrum, since ‘low’ culture is traditionally 
associated with the popular, in both the pejorative sense 
of that which is thought to be both intellectually and 
aesthetically facile, and in the positive sense of being 
appreciated by a large number of people. If architecture  
is by definition an elite culture, this condemns it also  
to perennial unpopularity – and this is a widespread 
perception, that architecture is reserved for the rich, and 
it is resented accordingly. These oppositions are strongly 
evident in perceptions of architecture and architects in 
the public domain, where they often play out in negative 
terms – the adage that ‘architects make art with other 
people’s money’ well summarises the vision of the architect 
pursuing their own arcane aesthetic ideals at the expense 
of a building that ‘works’. 
The culture of architecture is thus sometimes out  
of sync with the social and cultural conditions in which 
buildings are occupied and understood, and is often 
thought to be so. Likewise, the professional culture  
of architecture tends to be self-enclosed, hermetic, with 
its own (exclusionary) language, and concerns that are 
separate from wider practices in popular culture and the 
arts. The taste of architects and that of the public are 
sharply out of alignment.
This mismatch was demonstrated for me very clearly 
in the week leading up to the conference1 and workshop2 
upon which this book is largely based, in mid-July of 
2010. I had been invited to do a short interview on a 
local Brisbane radio station to promote the events. I tried 
hard to prepare for the interview, which was for a general 
audience in a semi-talkback slot – that is, for an audience 
not accustomed to thinking about architecture in depth 
and, perhaps, not that interested or convinced of any 
need for such thought. It seemed to me that speaking  
to this audience was important, and so was trying to do 
that on a level that they could understand and that was 
engaging. After all, the purpose of the larger project that 
led to the conference and workshop in the first place  
was to create a space where architects, architecture critics, 
architecture scholars and the general public could find 
some middle ground to discuss their ideas and ideals 
about the built environment. So, in preparing for the 
interview I read back over my folder of clippings of  
where architecture had appeared in the popular press  
in Queensland in the previous few months. As we know, 
architecture usually appears in one of four places in the 
newspaper: either in the arts pages, in the real estate 
section, in an opinion column, or in the news, where  
it is reported as an event. 
I re-read an article that had appeared in Brisbane’s  
The Courier Mail newspaper in mid-January of that year.3 
The essay was an opinion piece from Robert MacDonald, 
the newspaper’s ‘Viewpoint Editor’, arguing that Brisbane 
is becoming uglier every year, increasingly afflicted with 
hideous concrete buildings and infrastructure. The article 
actively solicited comments from readers (‘What do you 
think of your city? Is it getting uglier? Tell us below’), 
and in the online version the readers had participated 
in droves – engaging in unruly debate about Brisbane’s 
ugliest buildings, remonstrating with architects, bemoan-
ing the appearance of their city, arguing ferociously 
amongst themselves about other comparably bad or good 
cities, and so on. Reading this response to the story I 
was struck by three things. First, the level of vitriol that 
people seemed to harbour towards the built environment 
of Brisbane, and also towards architects, who were seen 
as precisely the ones who should know better. Second, 
I was surprised that people were so impassioned at all – 
when there is generally so little public discussion about 
buildings and places, the response to this one article 
seemed to reveal hitherto unsuspected depths of opinion 
and passion about the built environment. But the third 
thing that surprised me was that this passion, all of these 
opinions and judgements, were overwhelmingly negative. 
It seemed that people were able to become exercised 
about architecture, but only if it was (seen to be) ugly. In 
fact, the terms of the debate were strikingly reductive: of 
beauty and ugliness, with nothing in between. For this 
reason it was clear that the conversation was circular: 
both because of the participants’ unquestioned belief 
in the objectivity of beauty, its self-evidence to those 
equipped with the correct eyes to recognise it, and 
perhaps more importantly, because there was so little 
rapprochement between the vehement attackers and 
defenders of Brisbane’s appearance.
So I was thinking of all this when the radio interview 
duly took place, by mobile phone, as I sat in the 
undercroft beneath the State Library of Queensland. 
But as the interview proceeded, I had a growing sense of 
unease. It seemed to me that the questions were just as 
blunt and polarising as that op-ed article had been, with 
its glib generalisations and easy sensationalism. In fact, as 
the conversation continued, the questions began to sound 
uncannily familiar – the references to the ugliness of the 
Roma Street transit centre, to pebblecrete, to the idea 
that practical buildings are necessarily hideous… I began 
to think that the announcer’s background briefing to 
this interview had been that very same article I had read. 
It was, after all, the story that came up if you googled 
‘ugly Brisbane’. And so despite my best efforts, in my 
short radio interview I suspect I failed to inject much 
sophistication or nuance into the broader public debate, 
in the few short minutes in which I was called upon to 
‘explain why buildings look the way they do’. 
Demoralising as it was at the time, this radio 
interview was actually the best indication I could have 
hoped for that my larger project was a valuable one: to 
open a space for discussion, between different audiences 
for architecture, and different critical voices on its 
meaning, value and significance to society more broadly. 
The premise was simple: that architectural commentary 
as it currently stands, written largely for architects and 
largely by specialist critics, has very little bearing on the 
reception, understanding, or role of architecture in the 
public domain more broadly. And so long as architectural 
commentary and public debate is marginal in this way, so 
will the practice of architecture be.
At present there is a widespread perception in the 
English-speaking world that architectural commentary 
and criticism is in a state of crisis. This is based on the 
idea that it is undervalued by or simply inaccessible to 
a lay audience, that it is marginalised in the popular 
press, and that its direct contribution to the architectural 
profession is obscure. There is also a question about when 
architectural critique is useful – how can it be productive 
when critics almost always write about buildings after 
they are already built and finished, whether well or 
badly. Commentary and criticism on the subject is also 
made complex by the long-held opposition between 
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architecture and building. A building only qualifies as 
‘architecture’, and therefore becomes open to serious 
critical evaluation, if it embodies a sufficient level of 
quality, and is thus elevated above ‘mere’ building. The 
act of architectural criticism carries a judgement of value 
and worth by definition. 
The origins of this book thus lay in the idea that by 
improving the relevance and inclusiveness of architectural 
commentary, and by better understanding the purpose 
and role of architectural criticism, it would be possible 
to deepen the public conversation about architecture 
in Australia. This is an attempt to place architectural 
commentary within architectural theory and practice 
more broadly, and examine how architectural criticism, 
in particular, mediates between the production and 
reception of architecture. The reason for this emphasis on 
criticism is that it opens fundamental questions: not only 
of what is good architecture, but also what is architecture 
per se. Specialist criticism is a significant bellwether for 
the wider discipline of architecture because it manifests 
some of the fundamental tensions of the discipline – for 
instance the question of whether architecture is an art 
or a profession; thus whether architects should be seen 
as artists or service providers; and whether the products 
of architecture are pragmatic buildings or works of art. 
Naturally these oppositions are not necessarily polarised 
but exist on a scale, where contemporary architectural 
practice most often strikes a balance between the two 
extremes. But when an architecture critic addresses a 
building, such fundamental questions of definition rise 
again to the fore.
In lay terms, the pendulum between aesthetics and 
pragmatics in architecture is often framed in terms of a 
hierarchy of building uses, where an art gallery or theatre 
is seen to lend itself to more ‘artful’ or even ‘conceptual’ 
building than a school or hospital. This is crossed again 
by questions of building status, as famously articulated by 
Nikolaus Pevsner in his statement that, ‘A bicycle shed is 
a building; Lincoln Cathedral is a piece of architecture. 
Nearly everything that encloses space on a scale sufficient 
for a human being to move in is a building; the term 
architecture applies only to buildings designed with a 
view to aesthetic appeal.’4 This hierarchical distinction 
sets out architecture as a particular, reduced and elevated 
sub-category of generic buildings, where architecture is 
distinguished by its higher conceptual and aesthetic 
aspirations, its authorship, its cultural significance, its 
expense, its beauty, or its superior quality in design or 
construction. Such distinctions are entrenched by profes-
sional architectural criticism, which tends to ignore the 
generic category of ‘buildings’ altogether, and designate 
its own critical attention as itself proof that a particular 
artefact must be ‘architecture’, otherwise it would not be 
worthy of evaluation in the first place. Paradoxically, this is 
still the case even when the critique turns out to be negative 
– a ‘bad’ piece of architecture does not always or auto-
matically drop back into the category of ‘mere’ building.
In light of all this, it is quite clear that the question 
of what is good architecture, and how to recognise it 
when you see it, has a very different answer depending on 
who asks the question and to whom it is asked. Critical 
evaluation by a building’s actual occupants, based on 
direct experience, may be diametrically opposed to the 
opinion of an expert critic, and different again from 
that of a practicing architect. This is because the criteria 
that each of these groups employ are vastly different and 
sometimes mutually exclusive, and also because the most 
appropriate criteria for judgements of quality in the built 
environment remain conceptually unclear.
Martin Filler writes that ‘[t]here can be little question 
that architecture has a far more pervasive influence on the 
daily lives of people than any of the other arts, and yet the 
level of critical discourse on the subject lags far behind – in 
quality as well as quantity – that pertaining to painting, 
sculpture, music, theatre, dance, and film.’5 Suzanne 
Stephens argues that ‘the absence of well-thought-out 
standards for evaluation, a weak cultural context for debate, 
and the critic’s need to write for several audiences with 
different needs and levels of knowledge are significant 
barriers’6 to architectural criticism, while Paul Goldberger, 
former architecture critic at The New York Times, writes 
that ‘I don’t think criticism matters very much, at least 
not in the sense that a lot of people, including architects, 
want it to matter… Nobody tears down a building if the 
architecture critic doesn’t like it.’7 
So there we have a damning assessment of the state 
of architectural criticism. But is it really justified? The 
accounts of professional architects and architectural 
photographers collected in the ‘Practice’ section of this 
book offer a more nuanced, perhaps more subtle, and 
certainly more self-conscious account, of what happens 
in the day-to-day commercial practice of architecture 
and its visual representation. Nevertheless if the practice 
of architectural commentary and critique really is too 
narrowly defined, then there is a pressing need for other, 
more experimental, more expansive and more popular 
modes of visual and textual commentary and critique of 
buildings. This project has of course been underway for 
some years in the work of scholars such as Jane Rendell,8 
Katja Grillner,9 Linda Marie Walker10 and many others, 
with a recent major contribution by Alexandra Lange.11 
Likewise it can be seen in the photographic work of 
Gavin Hipkins, reframing buildings through images.12 
But there is still a need for other ways of thinking about 
buildings, of writing them, showing them, and judging 
them, and these are also the subjects of this book. 
The aim of the larger project was thus to understand 
architectural commentary in the public domain in 
Australia, attempting to contribute to a more productive 
debate about the value and evaluation of buildings, 
leading ultimately, hopefully, to an improved built envi-
ronment. This project was funded by Arts Queensland, 
with the specific objective to develop a stronger and 
more robust culture of critical discourse and debate 
around architecture in this state, directed both ‘inward’, 
to local architects and the local public, and ‘outward’ to 
the national and international community.13 The project 
set out to develop this culture in four ways, firstly by 
opening architectural critique to a broader audience 
through new publishing initiatives and events; second by 
mentoring and training arts and other practitioners to 
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architectural criticism; third by encouraging creative and 
innovative practice in criticism through the unconven-
tional use of text and images; and finally, using scholarly 
enquiry to clarify the principles by which architecture is 
valued by distinct groups, leading to a more well-defined 
context for critical debate. 
Attempting to fulfil such ambitions has been a  
long effort. It began in August of 2009 with ‘Writing 
Architecture: A symposium on architectural criticism and 
the written representation of architecture’, which was held 
at Brisbane’s Institute of Modern Art. The proceedings of 
that event were collected and published in a special issue 
of Architectural Theory Review.14 It included an opening 
night public discussion forum, ‘Architecture and Media: 
Building Community’, held at the University of Queensland 
Art Museum, and chaired by editor Justine Clark as part 
of the AA Roundtable series of events associated with  
the professional journal Architecture Australia. Later,  
two additional events in 2011 acted as postscripts to the 
conference that is anthologised in this book – a panel 
discussion at the Brisbane Writers Festival,15 and another 
panel entitled ‘Critical Alternatives: The counterculture  
of publishing in design and architecture’ which was 
staged as part of Queensland’s inaugural Asia Pacific 
Design Triennial.16 
But the main events, the proceedings of which are 
gathered in this book, were a conference, which explicitly 
attempted to draw in members of the public, as well as 
practicing architects, academics and critics; and a two-day 
workshop inviting writers and photographers from 
other disciplinary backgrounds to turn their attention 
to writing and representation of buildings, places and 
the city. These two events duly came to pass as ‘Writing 
Architecture: A symposium and workshop on innovations 
in the textual and visual critique of buildings’. The con-
ference was held at the Queensland Art Gallery’s Gallery 
of Modern Art, and the State Library of Queensland, 
on 22–23 July 2010. It was preceded by the workshop, 
which occurred over two days at the University of 
Queensland School of Architecture. 
This book represents the expanded and extended 
proceedings from both workshop and conference, with 
an important additional section, including the voices 
and work of practicing architects and professional 
architectural photographers. The dialogues collected 
here, conversations between practicing architects who 
deal every day with words and pictures about buildings, 
emphasise the pivotal role of communication – whether 
textual or visual – in the design and materialisation of the 
built environment. Likewise the professional architectural 
photographers whose work is presented here, who make 
their daily living from the visual representation of build-
ings and places, are sophisticated mediators between the 
built environment and its publication – literally, its being 
made public. 
The book is arranged to reflect its origins – in three 
sections representing the different events and voices 
from which each springs. There is an additional layer 
of structure in the ‘Conference’ section, with three 
sub-sections according to the three key themes of writing, 
representation and criticism. A keynote essay – the first 
by Katja Grillner, the second by Gavin Hipkins, and the 
third by myself – opens each of the sub-sections. The 
three categories in the book’s subheading thus chart a 
tripartite approach to an attached, detached, and semi-
detached engagement with architecture: through writing, 
representation, and criticism. 
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